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I. INTRODUCTION

This paper is a report on the audio algorithm designed within
MATLAB with the purpose of producing a 3D binaural sound-
scape. The report also outlines the the design of MATLAB
code that achieved this result, code that is comprehensible and
adaptable to those wishing to use and/or build upon it for
similar purposes. A 28 second 3D binaural soundscape was
achieved by localising four distinct sound sources. Of these
four sources, one featured movement on the horizontal plane,
one source featured movement on the vertical plane, and two
sources were stationary.

A. Soundscape Background

Binaural audio is becoming an increasingly important form
of audio reproduction, particularly in virtual reality and gam-
ing. It is in effect, a reproduction of sound to give a more
true to life acoustic impression and allows for an richer
more immersive 3D audio soundscape. Often recorded by
placing microphones inside the ears of a dummy or manikin, it
recreates a soundstage that would be perceived as if the listener
was actually there. It allows for precise localisation of sound
sources in any direction from the listener

Autonomous sensory meridian response (ASMR) is an inter-
net phenomenon, characterised by a “tingling sensation in the
back of the head or neck, in response to some sort of sensory
stimulus” [1]. This ’low-grade euphoria’ [2] is often triggered
by personal attention and specific acoustic stimuli such as
tapping, scratching and cutting sounds. Binaural microphones
are often used in the recording of these ’trigger’ videos in order
to achieve a more authentic soundscape. A common scenario
used in ’ASMR trigger’ videos is a barber shop. A popular
video channel aptly named the ’ASMR Barber’ [3] features
an individual who records the sounds from inside barber shops
from all around the world. It was this soundscape that I wanted
to emulate by designing an audio algorithm within MATLAB
that would imitate the typical sounds heard within a barber
shop. In order to achieve this, I manipulated audio within
MATLAB in order to localise sounds from certain locations
on the azimuth, as well as applying digital effects and sounds
that would change in elevation.

B. Creative Aims

The ultimate creative aim for the design of the audio algo-
rithm was to create a 3D soundscape and immersive acoustic
environment that achieved realism. I aimed for a result that
was both authentic and faithful to the real-life instance. The
design of the soundscape was inspired by ASMR barbershop

videos that are prevalent on the internet. I therefore tried to
emulate these effects. The design of the environment was
specific to try and create a genuine experience for the listener.
The soundscape takes place inside a small barbershop in a busy
urban environment. The listener is positioned in the barber’s
chair, having a haircut - or buzz cut. The soundscape consisted
of a total of four distinct sounds, all of which chosen to
contribute to the realism of the soundscape. At 105 on the
azimuth to the listener is the shop front, outside of which
is a busy street with heavy traffic noise. This noise is not
too prevalent however as the shop window prevents a high
proportion of noise (particularly high frequency noise) coming
through, and the door remains closed for the duration of the
audio. At 285 on the azimuth is a radio approximately 3 meters
away from which you can hear weather reports. A man walks
through the barbershop, starting at 315 on the azimuth, walking
round the back of the listeners head finishing at 45 degrees on
the azimuth. The final sound was that of the razor cutting the
hair. This would feature elevation, imitating the sound of the
razor as it goes from one side of the head, over the top and
down to the other side. The relative amplitudes of each distinct
sound would be important in creating an authentic soundscape.

C. Technical Aims

The technical aims for this project were designing an audio
algorithm that competently functioned in producing a convinc-
ing soundscape to the listener. Varied and distinct angles were
chosen on the azimuth for each sound sample specifically, so
that the majority of the binaural field had acoustical interest
present throughout the 28 seconds of audio.

Figure 1 shows a rough floor plan of the sound sources
involved in the binaural soundscape. Sound source A, the radio,
is located at 285 degrees on the azimuth. The radio plays for
the duration of the 28 seconds. Sound source B is the person
walking from 315 degrees, round the back of the head to a
table located at 45 degree over the course of approximately 20
seconds. Sound source C is the electric razor which features
elevation and lasts 28 seconds. Sound source D is the external
traffic and city noise lasting 28 seconds. Please note the letters
presented in Fig. 1 do not refer to the order they are presented
in the MATLAB code.

D. Source Material

The success in creating an authentic and believable sound-
scape began with using high quality relevant source material,
in this case being the audio samples. Due to this fact and
the nature of the soundscape being designed, It was important
not to record the sound sources in question first hand, but
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Fig. 1. Barbershop 3D Binaural Soundscape

rather use much more precise source material. Therefore the
binaural audio contains four 3rd party audio samples captured
from the internet. All samples were freely available at the
time of writing this report. The samples involved are the radio
broadcast [4], the radio distortion effect [5], the footsteps on
wood [6] and the external traffic noise [7].

E. Preparation of Audio Files

To ensure the soundscape was believable and authentic to the
listener, as well as being acoustically accurate, it was important
to prepare some of the audio samples prior to bringing them
into the MATLAB project. For example, the radio broadcast
and radio distortion effect were combined in order to achieve
the effect that someone was tuning a radio as it was turned on.
The radio broadcast sample was also applied with a high pass
filter. This was to give the effect that it was coming out of an
old, cheap radio with poor sound reproduction. The external
traffic noise was applied with a low pass filter to give the
effect that there was a thick window between the barbershop
and the outside cityscape. Shown in figure 2 is the spectrogram
of before and after this audio processing was applied.

F. Audio Processing

Four distinct sound signals will be localised by convolv-
ing them with a set of left and right impulse responses
in order to achieve the impression of a distinct location.
Two sound sources will be stationary and located on the
horizontal plane. One sound source will feature movement
on the horizontal plane, and one will feature movement on
the vertical plane. The elevated sound source post locali-
sation will have a time varying filter applied. After suc-
cessfully localising all four sound signals, they will be
concatenated and normalised in order to achieve a con-
vincing soundscape, before being written to an audio file.

II. BACKGROUND THEORY RELEVANT TO REPORT

The nature of human sound localisation was first put foward
by British physicist Lord Rayleigh in his 1894 publication
”The Theory of Sound”. [8] He proposed that the auditory
system localised sounds by using binaural cues. These ’cues’

Fig. 2. Effect of Low Pass Filter on Cityscape Sound Effect

as he suggested were interaural level differences (ILD), and
interaural time differences (ITD). Simply put, they were based
on the perceived difference in signals between the left and right
ears. Interaural level differences are a result of the acoustic
shadowing of the head. Depending on the location of a sound
source, this shadowing effect results in one ear receiving the
same sound signal as the other, but at a different amplitude.
This difference in amplitude (in combination with ITD) allows
us to work out the precise location of a sound source (see figure
3). This effect is most perceptible on high frequency content
however, as low frequency sound energy containing longer
wavelengths are able to travel around the head, reducing its
prevalence. ITD is the difference in arrival times between the
two ears. Shown in figure 4, the energy from a sound source
located at approximately 45 degrees on the azimuth will take
longer to arrive at the left ear than the right, and this difference
in time we perceive as a location on the azimuth.

The head related transfer function (HRTF) is the Fourier
transform of a Head-Related Impulse Response (HRIR), that
takes into account a variety of binaural cues, including ITD
and ILD, but also the pinna, ear canal and various others, and
“characterises how a particular ear (left or right) receives sound
from a point in space.” [9] The head related impulse response
(HRIR), like the ones used in this demonstration, relate the
sound source and the ear location. By convolving the signal
with the HRIR, you are able to transform the sound so that
it appears to the listener, as if it was from its actual location.
“In the time domain, the pressure at the ears can be written
as a convolution of the sound signal and the HRIR of the
corresponding ear:” [9]

Fig. 3. [9]

Where the impulse responses for the left and right ear in
the time domain are denoted by hL(t) and hR(t), function x(t)

describes the pressure of the sound source, and xL(t), xR(t) be
the pressure at the left and right ears respectively.
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Fig. 4. Interaural Level Difference [10]

Fig. 5. Interaural Time Difference [11]

A. Butterworth Filter

Three distinct Butterworth filters are designed for this algo-
rithm with the purposes of altering the frequency content of the
razor signal over time. Known as the maximally flat magnitude
filter, the key benefit of a Butterworth filter over others is that
it has “a nominally flat response within its pass-band and an
adequate roll-off.” [12] Three low pass filter bands are selected
in order to change the frequency content of the signal.

III. AUDIO ALGORITHM DESIGN

A. Stationary Sound Sources on the Horizontal Plane

Localising the stationary sound sources - both the radio
and traffic/cityscape noise was fairly straightforward. In the
code below I demonstrate how one of these instances was
achieved, the other follows the same procedure. Line 1 reads
the audio file into MATLAB and gives it a name ’traf’. Line
2 adds the left and right channels together essentially creating
a single mono file from the original stereo file. Lines 3 and
4 are the convolution. A set of HRIR’s were obtained from
the IRCAM database website [13], which contained a set of
24 equally spaced angles of 15 degrees on the azimuth. In
this example, I have convolved the traffic signal with row
8 of both the right and left channel impulse responses to
produce a binaural result. Row 8 refers to the 8th angle of
24 on the azimuth. In figure 6, counting 0 degrees as 1,
you can see that the 8th angle is 105 degrees, as this is the
angle I intended the traffic noise to appear to be localised.
The other stationary sound source - the radio, was created
in much the same way as this, so I will not repeat this example.

1) [traf, Fs] = audioread(’traffic.wav’);

2) traf = traf(:,1)+traf(:,2);

3) traffic_right = conv(HRIR_set_R(8,

1:512),traf);

4) traffic_left = conv(HRIR_set_L(8,

1:512),traf);

5) traffic_conv = [traffic_left

traffic_right];

6) traffic_conv_loweramp = traffic_conv .*0.1;

Fig. 6. [14]

B. Non-Stationary Sound Sources on the Horizontal Plane

Writing code in order to localise a sound that is moving on
the horizontal plane is achieved in much the same way, albeit
taking further steps in order to achieve a convincing acoustic
soundscape. In effect, the audio signal needs to be split up
(or windowed), with each window convolved to a different
angle on the azimuth, and then fading between them. In the
code I have used seven different angles on the azimuth and
so have seperated the audio signal into 7 sections. The code
is denoted below in order to demonstrate this. As before, the
audio file is read in and then convolved with the relevant row
of HRIR data - in this case row 22, 315 degrees (line 1, 2,
3). By multiplying this convolution result by ones and zeros,
the first portion of the signal is left alone, while the second
portion silenced. Using linspace (line 5), the audio signal is
ramped down from 1 to 0 over the course of the unsilenced
section (258446 samples). The before and after results of this
is shown in figure 7 with the red and blue representing the
left and right channels of the original signal, and yellow and
purple the ramped down version.

1) foots_right_315 = conv(HRIR_set_R(22,

1:512), foots);

2) foots_left_315 = conv(HRIR_set_L(22,

1:512), foots);

3) foots_conv_315 = [foots_left_315

foots_right_315];

4) foots_conv_315_masked =

[ones(258446,1);zeros(646115,1)]

.*foots_conv_315;

5) foots_conv_315_masked_linspace =

[linspace(1, 0, 258446)’; linspace(0, 0,

646114)’;0];

6) foots_conv_315_masked_linspace_multiply =

foots_conv_315_masked_linspace .*

foots_conv_315_masked
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Fig. 7.

In order to achieve the illusion of movement, the next
window (or section) of the sample at the new angle needs
to increase in amplitude as the original section is decreasing.
This done as before by convolving the original signal with the
new row of HRIR data, in this case row 19 - 270 degrees.
Using a 0 to 1 linspace, we can ramp up the new section as
the original ramps down. See code denoted below.

1) foots_conv_270_masked =

[zeros(129223,1);ones(258446,1);zeros(516892,1)]

.*foots_conv_270;

2) foots_conv_270_masked_linspace =

[linspace(0, 0, 129223)’; linspace(0, 1,

129223)’; linspace(1, 0, 129223)’;

linspace(0, 0, 516891)’;0]

3) foots_conv_270_masked_linspace_multiply =

foots_conv_270_masked_linspace .*

foots_conv_270_masked;

In this example, the length of signal that is un-silenced has
been applied with two linspaces in order to ramp up and ramp
down in preparation for the following section of the signal.

C. Non-Stationary Sound Sources on the Vertical Plane

The razor sound was to be localised so that it appeared to
move from below the right ear, up the side of the head, over the
top and down the other side to below the left ear (90 degrees
azimuth -45 degrees elevation, to 90 degrees azimuth +45
degrees elevation, to 0 degrees azimuth 90 degrees elevation, to
270 degrees azimuth 45 degrees elevation, 270 degrees azimuth
-45 degrees elevation). In order to achieve this elevation, a
new set of HRIR impulses were obtained from the IRCAM
database [13]. This new set of data featured azimuth angles
as well as angles of elevation. In much the same way as
horizontal movement, vertical movement involved convolving
the first portion of the signal with the impulse response of a
specific horizontal and vertical angle, and then convolving the
next portion with new angles, and crossfading between them.
In this case, the razor signal was split into five windows in
order to fade between 5 angles of elevation.

D. Digital Effect - Time Varying Filter

After localising the signal, a time varying filter was applied
in order to imitate the impressionistic change in frequency
content that would be experienced by the listener. With the
signal localised at 90 azimuth 0 elevation and 270 azmiuth 0
elevation (with the razor localised by each ear), a signal with
a high proportion of frequency content would be experienced.
As the razor moves away from the ear, up the sides of the
head and up over the top, the amount of high frequency
content in the signal would appear to decrease. With this in
mind, I designed 3 filters that would be applied separately
to each of the 5 windows of the razor audio signal that had
been localised previously. With the razor signal localised at
90 degrees azimuth and -45 degrees elevation - close to the
right ear, a low pass filter was applied at 15kHz - filtering a
low proportion of the signal so that a high proportion of high
frequency content was still present. As the signal travelled up
the sides of the head to +45 elevation and 90 degrees elevation,
the low pass filters applied were 500hz and 200hz respectively.
These filters were applied to the windowed localised signals,
and so already had linspaces applied and faded between them.
Figure 8 shows a spectrogram of this time varying filter applied
to the razor signal. Here we can see the crossfade between
the 15000hz, 500hz and 200hz low pass filters. The filter was
applied to simulate the difference in frequency content of the
razor signal that one would experience as it travels over the
top of the head. Between 0 and 4 seconds, and 20 and 28
seconds, you can see a high proportion of high frequency
content is still present in the signal. This is where the low
cut filter of 15kHz was applied (filtering a small proportion
of signal) in order to imitate the razor as if located just by
each ear. Between 6 and 8 seconds, and 14 and 18 seconds,
(up right side of head and down left side) a 500hz low pass
can be seen to be applied filtering a higher proportion of high
frequency content. Between 10 and 14 seconds is the signal
above the head, furthest from each ear, and so a 200hz low
pass was applied in order to filter out the highest proportion
of high frequency content.

Fig. 8. Razor Signal
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IV. EVALUATION

In terms of audio output, I have achieved a convincing
atmosphere that succeeds in creating an authentic sounding
soundscape. All four sound sources appear to come from the
angles I had intended. Moving sources could have smoother
transitions, and this would have involved segmenting the audio
segments into smaller sections in order to achieve a more
subtle fade between angles. The digital filter effect that I
have designed successfully achieves its purpose in helping to
create a more realistic sounding razor sound. The code works
effectively in processing the four audio sources to competently
create an exciting soundscape. On opening the patch you can
immediately run it to hear the final result of the algorithm.
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